
Sermon preached at Scots 
7 September 2014 !
Readings: Genesis 2: 4b-22 
  John 3: 1–16 !
For God so loved the world that he gave his only Son… !
The opening scene of Genesis 2: No rain. No vegetation. No trees. No life. No human beings. Earth seems 
to be like a desert with a single stream flowing from the centre. There were no human beings to ‘till’ the 
ground. It is important to note that the original Hebrew verb for ‘till’ (abad) normally means ‘serve’, as one 
would serve a master or serve in the temple. This suggests that the original function of humans could be to 
serve Earth and take care of it. !
Then God forms the first human from the dust of the ground. In other words, Earth is the stuff of which 
humans are made. Humans come from Earth. Humans are Earth. This is also reflected in the fact that the 
word for ground (adamah) is the feminine form of the word for human being (adam) otherwise known as 
Adam. We might say humans are humous! (for those of you who like the gardening play on words.) !
After God forms the first human from the dust of the ground, God breathes the ‘breath of life’ into the 
nostrils of the human form. The form made from dust comes alive! Life comes from God, from the breath 
blowing through the soil from Earth. Elsewhere in the Bible this life giving breath is called the wind or 
Spirit of God. When we take a deep breath we can feel life from God flowing through our bodies even 
today. !
The Spirit of God is that deep impulse that makes everything in Earth come to life. Earth and her children 
are alive because the Spirit of God breathes life into everything. In short, we are all born of Earth and the 
Spirit. In the reading from the book of Acts for today (17.22-28), Paul speaking to the crowd in the 
Areopagus maintains not only that all human beings have a common ancestor, but also that all of us have a 
sense of originating from the Creator and have within us a spirit that searches for our Maker. !
Then, then God plants trees. Or rather, God causes the trees to emerge out of the ground. Just as the first 
human is taken from the Earth, so too is the vegetation. Trees like us are Earth born. 
These trees provide a home for the first man, a forest home with both trees that appeal to our senses and 
trees that provide sustenance. And Earth is still such a home for all of us, even if it is no longer called Eden. 
In the psalm for today the trees God plants in the forest of Lebanon are called ‘trees of YHWH’. Eden is a 
forest of trees not an English garden! !
Now we have always had a sense of something special about the forest. In many folk stories, the forest is a 
place of sanctuary for the poor ones who are fleeing from their oppressors, it is a place of mystery where the 
heroes and heroines go to find out something of their true inner character, it is a place of possible peril 
where unknown dangers lurk in the dark an mysterious depths of the forest. The imagery has been used to 
good effect in films such as the Star Wars series where Luke goes into the forests of Endor to find the wise 
Jedi master Yoda, or in the Lord of the Rings trilogy where the forests and the creatures called Forestals have 
a protective role for the whole earth. Interestingly both those include elements of salvation coming from 
those encounters. !
It is perhaps not so strange then that in our own Hamilton Gardens there is an outdoor chapel up in the 
Bussaco Woodland overlooking the Gardens and River, or the Green Cathedral at Lake Hakanoa. These 
spaces seem to engender a sense of a thin place, a place where the divine pokes through and both settles and 
disturbs our spirits – settles in the sense of the presence of God being a comfort and support, and disturbs 
us because with our urban settings and, for those of us who do go, our church building focus for the divine 
presence, we don’t really expect to experience that sense of otherness, that transcendent moment, that 



presence of God’s Spirit outside like that. Or perhaps we do and feel the disturbance as a presence when we 
don’t experience the same in our city spaces. !
So trees in the first place offer us a sense of sanctuary. A rich consciousness of Earth as God’s sanctuary can 
help us experience God’s living presence in creation—and in worship. Our house of praise need not be a 
church building or a cathedral. God is not only present when we gather as a congregation in a church. 
God’s temple is in the bush. God’s cathedral is in the mountains. God’s sanctuary is anywhere and 
everywhere on Earth. !
God’s presence fills Earth. I believe we are invited to enter the silent presence of God that fills Earth, the 
planet in which we live. That may mean we need to begin by being conscious of Earth as God’s sanctuary 
and that the location we have chosen can be a window to see the presence of God all around us, a gateway 
to the garden of Earth, an opportunity to discover Christ in, with and under every life form around us. Our 
sanctuary ought to be the place where we can feel the pulse of creation.  !
The famous ecologist David Suzuki has written a children’s book entitled You are the Earth. In that book he 
outlines how we are composed of Earth—its water, air, heat, soil. Each of us can say that Earth is the source 
of our bodies, our minds and our breath. We are soil and air, water and wonder. We are indebted to Earth 
for the way our blood flows, our heart beats and our lungs move. Without Earth we would not be. The 
brown and the green of Earth are part of us. The oceans and the atmosphere are part of us, as are the trees 
of the forest who replenish the oxygen in the air around us. Trees then nourish us and all living things. !
While many read this story in Genesis and focus on the command of God not to eat from the tree of 
knowledge, there is also a commission given by God to this human being, and by implication to all human 
beings. The first human is placed on Earth in the forest garden ‘to till it and keep it’. Remembering that 
verb translated ‘till’ (abad) normally means ‘serve’, as one would serve a master or serve as a priest in a 
temple then the commission of this verse could then be read ‘to serve and to preserve.’ This is a different 
take from the commission in chapter one of “Being fruitful and multiplying, and filling the earth and 
subdue it…” In other words we are to serve those things that serve us, and that seems to include trees. !
The next moment in the story perhaps comes as something of a surprise to us today, maybe because we have 
lost any strong sense of kinship with living creatures other than human beings. God recognises that the first 
man should not be alone on Earth. He needs a partner, a suitable companion. So why does God not 
immediately create a woman? Instead, God creates all the animals and birds on Earth. To be more precise, 
the animals and birds also emerge from the ground. They too are Earth born like the first human and the 
forest. All living things on Earth are kin. They are all Earth born, all part of one family. They all come alive 
through God’s Spirit. It is presumably this kinship with living creatures that the first human learns as he 
meets each of them as a potential partner. Animals are not extras on Earth. They are kin that Adam names, 
as he would children. Then comes woman and the human being is complete, the server has a helper and 
together they are there to till the earth, to serve and preserve it. !
Trees, animals birds – these are part of the world that we have come from ourselves, the same world that 
John has Jesus speaking of in the verse I began with. “God so loved the world…” Jesus speaks to 
Nicodemus of the Spirit as a silent wind blowing mysteriously where it wills. All who connect with this 
Spirit, connect with God, with this mystery. So we are connected with God both by being born of Earth 
and the Spirit and also by being born of water and the Spirit in Baptism. We are both children of Earth and 
children of God, members of Earth’s family as well as God’s family. This then becomes the focus for an 
ecological or environmental ethic for Christians. If we are part of the whole, the world, and if we are loved 
by God, then so too are all other living things. They too are imbued with the same Spirit of God that we 
are. Together we are all in and on the sanctuary of this planet and should live accordingly. !
The Word of Jesus is among us. Hear that Word. 


